Artists of the future

The artist

Antony
Gormley

Key learning

Research and learn about
Antony Gormley. Using
inspiration from Antony
Gormley’s sculptures,
create an appropriate
back wash to showcase
AG’s sculpture.

Research and paint
an Antony Gormley
sculpture using colour
mixing skills and carefully
chosen brushes. Using
photos of sculpture, use
line, tone and shape to
sketch the sculptures
from different viewpoint.

Key techniques

Develop an
understanding of how
Gormley created some of
his different sculptures.
(The ‘bed’ sculpture).
Recreate and take
photos of the Broadoak
interpretation.

Research and sketch
‘Another Place’
sculptures on Crosby
beach. Design and make
a collagraph to print own
scene of ‘Another Place’

Discovering Art & Artists
Research the design
and the craft skills in the
‘Field’ Design and create
own version of ‘Field’

Display, analyse and
evaluate art work.

Sculptures

Sculpture: Three dimensional representation of art.
Clay sculpture: To carve, pinch and join clay to create
desired effect.
Backwash: Using two different colours to create a
background for a painting.
Decoration: The process or art of decorating (making
item more attractive by adding items to it) something.
Collage: A piece of art made by sticking various
different materials on to a backing
Collagraph: Combination of relief and print made on
any flat surface using different textures
Antony Gormley was born on
30th August 1950 in London,
England.
Most of his sculpture work is
based around the form of the
human body, using his own body
to cast.
Sculpture is a way of expressing
emotions, opinions and
experiences.
Some sculptures have been
considered very controversial.

Name: Field
Constructed: 1991
Displayed: Various

Name: Angel of the North
Constructed: 1994-1998
Displayed: Gateshead,
Newcastle upon Tyne

Name: Bed
Constructed: 1980-1981
Displayed: Tate, London

Name: Another Place
Constructed: 1997
Displayed: Crosby Beach,
Liverpool

Sketch: rough or unfinished drawing or painting, often
made to assist in making a more finished picture

Useful Vocabulary
Technique: A way of carrying out a particular task.
Viewpoint: The position of the subject to the artisit.
Texture: Feel, appearance, consistency.
Iron: a strong, hard magnetic silvery-grey metal
Process: Series of actions or steps taken in order to
achieve a particular end
Two/three dimension art: Geometric setting
2D: flat 3D: solid

